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Since the launch of their first product in 2014, OnePlus have
become one of the world’s fastest growing technology
companies. They caught attention immediately in their home
country of China with their affordable yet high quality alternative
to the most popular smartphones on the market, and demand
was so high that phones were at first available by invitation only.
Six years later, they’ve now established themselves as a strong
competitor to industry leaders Apple, Google, and Samsung.


OnePlus followed the ecommerce model, with phones initially
available exclusively through online sales, and their success
quickly expanded across Asia, Europe, and the US. In the US,
they saw an incredible 152% year-on-year growth as of 2019,
and in Q2 that year became the fastest growing smartphone
brand in the country. They’re also beginning to expand their
product range, with recent additions to their roster including
wireless chargers, earphones, and even smart TVs.
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Summary
Challenge

• OnePlus is the fastest growing
smartphone manufacturer in
the US.

• Their global growth strategy
relied on becoming the brand
of choice for students.
Solution
• They launched their student
loyalty program in 19 countries.

• Their student discount is
promoted within their online
Education Store.
• We support each of their product
launches with a student
marketing campaign.
Result
• The OnePlus 7 Pro launch saw a
520% increase in discount
codes generated.
• The same campaign generated a
710% uplift in student revenue.

Find out more about our Student Verification, Student Marketing and
Student Research today.

As the brand pulled together its international growth strategy,
they recognized that a targeted approach would be needed to
win over the tech-savvy youth demographic. Their research
had found that students typically buy a new cell phone every
12-24 months, which meant that they needed to offer
something special for this consumer group in order to gain an
edge over their more established competitors, and ensure that
their devices would be the product of choice. They were also
looking for a student marketing solution which would suit their
global goals, rather than focusing on one territory at a time.


Solution

OnePlus’ student
loyalty program has
grown to encompass
19 different countries

In order to achieve their ambitious goals of rapid international
expansion and capitalize on the valuable student market,
OnePlus decided that they needed to work with a student
marketing partner that could connect them with students
worldwide. In September 2017, they launched their
partnership with Student Beans, and their student loyalty
program has since grown to encompass 19 different countries.


Through their partnership with Student Beans, OnePlus is able  
to offer a discount of up to 10% exclusively to students, which
represents a significant saving for students on a high-value
product. By integrating our verification technology into their
website, they ensure that customers using the discount are
genuine students before they can access a discount code. To
raise awareness of the offer and boost conversion rates among
students visiting their website, they promote their Student
Beans partnership within their Education Store, which
showcases products targeted to students’ needs. The discount
is also promoted in OnePlus’s newsletters and coupon
reminder emails.


Not only are OnePlus using our verification technology to
increase student sales, but they’ve also taken advantage of our
range of media and marketing opportunities to grow reach
among their target audience. OnePlus focus their year around
two major product launches, which in 2019 took place in May
and October. For example, when they released their OnePlus
7 Pro smartphone in May 2019, we spread the word to
students in the US with a bespoke media campaign, including
a homepage takeover with carousel and promo box features
across our site.


Find out more about our Student Verification, Student Marketing and
Student Research today.

“The launch of our student
program has gone far better
than expected and Student
Beans has been key to
enabling this success”


Product Manager, OnePlus

Result
OnePlus’s partnership with Student Beans has enabled the
smartphone brand to put their products front of mind with
the student demographic, with a particular focus on driving
sales around new product launches. The campaign we ran  
to celebrate their 2019 launch of the OnePlus 7 Pro device
generated an incredible 520% increase in discount codes
generated and 710% uplift in student revenue, compared  
to the previous month. The success of our partnership so  
far has meant that securing media placements with Student
Beans has become a vital part of each new product launch  
for OnePlus.


As of 2020, OnePlus had established itself as a leader in the
tech and mobile industry, and it has a legion of loyal fans
eagerly awaiting each new product release. Their student

Our campaign to celebrate
the launch of the OnePlus 7
Pro generated a


710%

uplift in student revenue

program has played a key role in generating this brand
loyalty among this particular demographic, who believe that
brands who offer special discounts for students care more
about them and value their custom. OnePlus’ reputation for
products that are affordable yet high quality and stylish tick
all the boxes on a youth consumer’s smartphone shopping
checklist. As OnePlus continues their worldwide growth
journey, they can be confident that their student customers
will stick by them as they continue to satisfy those needs.


Find out more about our Student Verification, Student Marketing and
Student Research today.

